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about this Manual

1 abouT ThIs MaNual

This document refers to the IQ3/XNC Mbus Serial Driver v2.3, and the IQ3/XNC Mbus TCP/IP Driver v1.2. It 
describes the process of installing and configuring an IQ3/XNC with an Mbus (MeterBus) driver. It is assumed that 
you are familiar with IQ3 configuration, SET, and Mbus.

1.1 Contacting Trend

Head Office
Trend Control Systems Limited
Albery House
Springfield Road
Horsham
West Sussex
RH12 2PQ

Tel: +44 (0) 1403 211888
Fax: +44 (0) 1403 241608

Details of regional offices can be found on our web site.

internet
Our company web site (www.trendcontrols.com) provides information about our products and us. Accredited 
partners should contact our support web site (http://pnet.trend-controls.com).

Technical Support
Our support department provides technical support during normal office hours. Before contacting our support 
department ensure you have completed the elearning module (XNC3 Drivers) and e-mailed the results to our training 
team, by use of the e-mail results button on the results page following the test. You must also have your Technical 
Support PIN number available, without this we will be unable to provide you with any support.

Tel: +44 (0) 1403 226600
Email: trendts@trendcontrols.com
Fax: +44 (0) 1403 226310

Technical Publications
Please send any comments on this or any other Trend technical publication to techpubs@trendcontrols.com.

http://www.trendcontrols.com
http://pnet.trend-controls.com
mailto:trendts@trendcontrols.com
mailto:techpubs@trendcontrols.com
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about the IQ3/XNC Mbus Driver

2 abouT The IQ3/XNC Mbus DrIver

IQ3/XNC Mbus Driver is a TCL application for Trend’s IQ3/XNC that enables values from devices on Mbus to be 
read into the strategy of an IQ3/XNC. The driver is designed specifically for use with Mbus meters particularly 
energy meters and water meters.

There are four variants of the driver with different numbers of devices, outputs, and different communications 
options. See the table below.

Communications Option Devices Outputs BrIQs
IP 9 120 10810

55 450 12690
Serial 9 120 8805

55 450 10685

Each driver variant uses a different number of BrIQs, allows a different number of devices, and has a different 
number of outputs. Therefore when selecting which driver variant to use you should consider the number of BrIQs 
available in the IQ3/XNC that is to be used, as well as the method of connecting to the Mbus, number of devices that 
are to be communicated with, and number of outputs required to the strategy.

The driver interrogates the devices using their secondary address (normally the serial number), reads the data map 
from each device and stores the values in the IQ3/XNC’s TCL interface module’s outputs. These objects can then be 
used in the IQ3/XNC’s strategy.

Mbus Driver  
(TCL Application) O

ut
pu

ts
Sensor 

Modules

Digital Input 
Modules

Mbus Devices

XNC Interface Module

IQ3/XNC Strategy

Note that the total number of outputs cannot exceed the limit for the driver.

The first output for each device contains the communications status of the device, and the label of this output will 
contain device’s secondary address and the date and time of the last good read.

Once installed the driver is configured using SET. The configuration involves specifying the values to be read using 
codes in the TCL interface module’s stores and the TCL interface module’s outputs. The TCL interface modules must 
also be linked the to required place in the controller’s strategy, and the strategy configured as required. SET solutions 
are provided to make this process easier.
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2 abouT The IQ3/XNC Mbus DrIver (continued)

Connection to the Mbus is made from the IQ3/XNC using either a RS232 serial connection or a TCP/IP connection. 

For a TCP/IP connection an Mbus server is required. The TCP/IP version of the driver enables more than one server 
to be used by changing from one server to another. However, a delay of 100 seconds is necessary to change from one 
server to another.

For serial connections if the meter requires a real Mbus connection then a serial to Mbus converter is required. If the 
meter only requires a serial connection an Mbus converter is not needed. When using a serial RS485 connection a 
maximum of 32 can be connected in this way and there is maximum distance of 1000 m between the IQ3/XNC and 
the last meter. It is only necessary to connect a single meter in this way other meters on the bus communicate with 
the IQ3/XNC through the meter that is connected. When using a serial RS232 connection only one meter can be 
connected to the XNC3 with a max distance of 20 m. See the ‘Connect the IQ3/XNC to the Mbus’ section of this 
manual for more details.

The driver can extract the following information from the Mbus standards: 

Energy
Volume
Power
Output
Exit temperature
Return temperature
Temperature difference
HCA

Supported Mbus Objects (VIF and DIF)
The following VIF objects are supported: 

VIFs 0 to 15- Energy
VIFs 16 to 23 - Mass
VIFs 24 to 31 - Volume
VIFs 40 to 55 - Power
VIFs 56 to 64 - Output
VIFs 88 to 91 - Flow temperature °C
VIFs 92 to 95 - Return temperature °C
VIFs 96 to 99 - TEMP difference EN °C
VIF 100 - HCA

Note that the driver does not currently manage stored or historic values, manufacturer values, minimum or maximum 
values or registration rates or dates. Only the values indicated in the VIF(s) section can be read.

The following DIF objects are supported:

Integer value: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7
BCD value: 9, 10, 11, 12, 14
IEEE value : 5

Note that depending on the type of meter, several data elements and therefore several values may exist for the same 
information group. E.g. it is not unusual to have a hot water output and a cold water output stored in the same output 
group on the same meter. The IQ3/XNC Mbus Driver has been tested with the following meters:

Manufacturer Meters
SAPPEL PALLAS RS, CETAS 2, PALLAS, SHARKY
Actaris TH4 Intégrale, CF50, CF51, CF100, CF800, Cyble Mbus
Sensus PolluCom, Pollutherm, PolluStat, HRI-MEI/Bx, RSIDIA-M
ABB ELSTER F2
Siemens WFM21
Aquametro Calec ST
Honeywell Hydrometer Compact Meter Ref 450/451/452
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Install the IQ3/XNC Mbus Driver files

3 INsTall The IQ3/XNC Mbus DrIver fIles

If the IQ3/XNC Mbus Driver solutions have not been installed as part of the SET installation they can be installed 
manually.

Installing the solutions will enable you to easily add an IQ3/XNC to your project using SET’s solutions with the 
required driver loaded into the TCL module, and sensors and digital input modules already linked to the outputs of 
the TCL module.

To install the IQ3/XNC Mbus Driver solutions:
1. Obtain the IQ3/XNC Mbus Driver solution files from our support web site (http://pnet.trend-controls.com).
2. Copy the ‘XNC3 Drivers.block.zip’ file to an empty folder.
3. Display the Strategy Library as described in the ‘Display the Strategy Library’ section of the SET Manual 

(TE200147).
4. Click  . The Select block zip file to import dialogue box is displayed.

5. In the folder list click ‘XNC3 Drivers.block.zip’. To select a different location, click the drive, or folder in the 
Look in box that contains the file, double-click the folders in the folder list until file is displayed.

6. Click open. The solutions will be imported. If they already exist SET will ask if they should be overwritten.

http://pnet.trend-controls.com
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Configuration Process

4 Configuration ProCess

Before starting you must have: a suitable version of SET, the Mbus driver, an IQ3/XNC, and a converter or server to 
interface between the IQ3/XNC and the Mbus.

The driver can be loaded into a SET project using a solution from the Strategy Library or by adding an IQ3/XNC 
to your project and specifying the required driver in the TCL module. Configuring the driver using a solution is the 
simplest method but requires a standard strategy to have been configured together with the driver. Four solutions are 
provided within the SET applications library standard solutions for the purpose of getting started or communications 
testing. Each of these contains sensors, digital inputs, knobs and switches already connected to the outputs and inputs 
of the TCL module so that data points may be read and written having configured the TCL module stores. 

4.1 Configure the Driver using a solution

The process below describes how to configure the driver using a solution.

To configure the driver using a solution:
1. Install the Mbus devices which are to be communicated with according to the manufacturer’s installation 

information.
2. Install the IQ3/XNC as described in the IQ3xact Web Enabled Controller Installation Instructions (TG200766) 

or the IQ3xcite Web Enabled Controller Installation Instructions(TG200626), and the IQ3../.../XNC/.. 
Controller/Interface Installation Instructions (TG200911).

3. Connect the IQ3/XNC to the Mbus devices as described in the ‘Connect the IQ3/XNC to the Mbus Devices’ 
section of this manual.

4. Choose the required driver. See the ‘Select the Driver’ section of this manual for more details.
5. Run SET and view the Strategy Library.
6. In the Standard Solution area expand ‘XNC Drivers’ groups, and open the ‘Mbus’ sub group. All the 

solutions for the IQ3/XNC Mbus Driver are displayed.

Driver Name Solution
XactTCPIPMbusClient.XNC ‘XactTCPIPMbusClient’ in the ‘Mbus’ sub group of the ‘XNC Drivers’ 

group in the Standard Solution area.
TCPIPMbusClient.XNC ‘TCPIPMbusClient’ in the ‘Mbus’ sub group of the ‘XNC Drivers’ group in 

the Standard Solution area.
XactSerialMbusMaster.XNC ‘XactSerialMbusMaster’ in the ‘Mbus’ sub group of the ‘XNC Drivers’ 

group in the Standard Solution area.
SerialMbusMaster.XNC ‘SerialMbusMaster’ in the ‘Mbus’ sub group of the ‘XNC Drivers’ group in 

the Standard Solution area.

7. Right click the required solution, and click Copy to Project. The Enter Destination dialogue box is displayed.

8. In the lan box enter the Lan number for the new controller (0 to 119 excluding addresses 2, 3, and 10).
9. In the Node box enter the network address of the controller (1 to 119 excluding addresses 2, 3, and 10).
10. Click oK. The controller will be added to the project with the strategy defined in the solution.
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Configuration Process 

4.1 Configure the Driver using a solution (continued)

11. Display a strategy page for the IQ3/XNC, by right-clicking the page, pointing to Device and clicking XnC 
Interface Module. The XNC Interface Module dialogue box is displayed.

12. Configure the driver’s communication settings by double-clicking the string value for each store and entering 
the required value. See the ‘Configure the Driver’s Communications Settings’ section of this manual for 
more details.

13. Configure the device details by double-clicking the string value for each store and entering the required value. 
See the ‘Configure Device Details’ section of this manual for more details.

14. Configure the driver’s output labels to make identification of the outputs easier by double clicking the output’s 
label in the Outputs area, entering the new label and clicking oK. See the ‘Configure Output Labels’ 
section of this manual for more details.

15. Click oK to close the XNC Interface Module dialogue box.
16. Configure the IQ3/XNC’s strategy as required. The solution includes digital input and sensor modules already 

linked to the XNC interface module’s outputs. If required you can delete modules linked to outputs you are not 
using. For details of configuring the strategy of an IQ3/XNC see the SET Manual (TE200147). 

If you are reading the comms status from the device it needs to be linked into the strategy as required so that 
the required action can be carried out. This is done by linking the connective linked to the TCL output to 
which the comms status is written to the appropriate part of the alarm handling strategy.

17. Download the strategy. See the ‘Download the Strategy’ section of this manual for more details.

4.2 Configure the Driver by adding an iQ3/XnC to the Project

When a driver is added using a solution (see the ‘Configure the Driver Using a Solution’ section of this manual) 
the driver is placed in the project directory. This enables it to be manually added to the controller’s TCL Module.

To configure the IQ3/XNC Mbus Driver by adding an IQ3/XNC to the project:
1. Install the Mbus devices which are to be communicated with according to the manufacturer’s installation 

information.
2. Install the IQ3/XNC as described in the IQ3xact Web Enabled Controller Installation Instructions (TG200766) 

or the IQ3xcite Web Enabled Controller Installation Instructions(TG200626), and the IQ3../.../XNC/.. 
Controller/Interface/Installation Instructions (TG200911).

3. Connect the IQ3/XNC to the Mbus devices as described in the ‘Connect the IQ3/XNC to the Mbus Devices’ 
section of this manual.

4. Configure the driver as described in the ‘Configure the IQ3/XNC Mbus Driver’ section of this manual.
5. Configure the IQ3/XNC’s strategy as described in the ‘Configure the IQ3/XNC Strategy’ section of this 

manual.
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Connect the IQ3/XNC to the Mbus Devices

5 CoNNeCT The IQ3/XNC To The Mbus DevICes

The connection of the IQ3/XNC to the Mbus devices can be made using either a serial connection or a TCP/IP 
connection. The type of connection used will determine which variant of the driver is used. Only one of the IQ3/
XNC’s RS232 connectors can be used at a time, and it is not possible to use RS232 and RS485 connectors at the 
same time. For more details of connection the IQ3/XNC see the ‘IQ3../.../XNC/... Controller/Interface Installation 
Instructions’ (TG200911).

5.1 Connect to the Mbus Devices using a serial Connection

When connecting using a serial connection there are two different options.

If the meter requires a real Mbus connection (communicates using Mbus electrical specification and protocol) 
then a serial to Mbus converter is required. This connection is usually made using an RS232 connection.

If the meter only requires a serial connection but communicates using the Mbus protocol a converter is 
not needed. This connection is usually made using an RS485 connection. It is only necessary to connect a 
single meter in this way other meters on the bus communicate with the IQ3/XNC through the meter that is 
connected. A maximum of 32 meters can be connected in this way and there is maximum distance of 1000 m 
between the IQ3/XNC and the last meter.

To connect to the Mbus devices using a serial connection:
1. Install the IQ3/XNC as described in the IQ3xact Web Enabled Controller Installation Instructions (TG200766) 

or the IQ3xcite Web Enabled Controller Installation Instructions(TG200626), and the IQ3../.../XNC/.. 
Controller/Interface/Installation Instructions (TG200911).

2. Identify whether a converter is required, see above.
3. If one is required install the Mbus converter as described in the manufacturer’s documentation and connect 

it to the Mbus.
4. Connect the IQ3/XNC to the converter or meters via its RS232 or RS485 connectors as shown below.

RS232 with 9 Way D type connector to Mbus converter
For meters that require a real Mbus connection.

IQ3/XNC pinouts

4    5    6

2
7    8    9

3
10  11  12

4
13  14  15

5
16  17  18

6
19  20  21

7
22  23  24

8
25  26  27

9
28  29  30

10+           0+           0 +           0 +           0 +           0 +           0+           0+           0+           0

1    2    3

1+           0

0 V24 
V

24 
V 34  35  36

12
37  38  39

13
40  41  42

14A
31  32  33P

11
43  44  45

15
46  47  48

16100-240 V

OK       RX
P           0 P           0 P           0P           0 P           0 P           0

0V T        T        RA RB

RS485 RS232

TX

RX

RTS / TXEN

CTS / RXEN

A B

5 GND

3 T X

5 GND

6 9

2 
R

X
3

TX

5 
G

N
D

R
TS

7
C

TS
8

4 
(h

el
d 

hi
gh

)

1

GND

T X

GND

2 RX

3 T X

2 RX

TX

R X

RX

RS232 9 way D type

DTE Mbus 
Converter

DCE 
Mbus 
Converter

OR

The pinouts shown are those for the IQ3/XNC. If connecting to a DTE Mbus converter pin 2 (RX) is connected 
to the TX terminal on the Mbus converter. Pin 3 (TX) is connected to the RX terminal on the Mbus converter. 
Pin 5 (GND) is connected to the GND terminal on the Mbus converter.

If connecting to a DCE Mbus converter pin 2 (RX) is connected to the RX terminal on the Mbus converter. 
Pin 3 (TX) is connected to the TX terminal on the Mbus converter. Pin 5 (GND) is connected to the GND 
terminal on the Mbus converter.
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5.1 Connect to the Mbus Devices using a serial Connection (continued)

RS232 with RJ11 connector to Mbus converter
For meters that require a real Mbus connection.

IQ3/XNC pinouts

1
2
3
4
5
6

RX

TX
GND
RTS
CTS

4    5    6

2
7    8    9

3
10  11  12

4
13  14  15

5
16  17  18

6
19  20  21

7
22  23  24

8
25  26  27

9
28  29  30

10+           0+           0 +           0 +           0 +           0 +           0+           0+           0+           0

1    2    3

1+           0

0 V24 
V

24 
V 34  35  36

12
37  38  39

13
40  41  42

14A
31  32  33P

11
43  44  45

15
46  47  48

16100-240 V

OK       RX
P           0 P           0 P           0P           0 P           0 P           0

0V T        T        RA RB

RS485 RS232

TX

RX

RTS / TXEN

CTS / RXEN

A B

6 TX RX

1 RX

5 G N D

TX

G N D

6 TX TX

1 RX

5 G N D

RX

G N D

RS232 RJ11

DCE 
Mbus 
Converter

DTE Mbus 
Converter

OR

The pinouts shown are those for the IQ3/XNC. If connecting to a DTE Mbus converter pin 1 (RX) is connected 
to the TX terminal on the Mbus converter. Pin 6 (TX) is connected to the RX terminal on the Mbus converter. 
Pin 5 (GND) is connected to the GND terminal on the Mbus converter.

If connecting to a DCE Mbus converter pin 1 (RX) is connected to the RX terminal on the Mbus converter. 
Pin 6 (TX) is connected to the TX terminal on the Mbus converter. Pin 5 (GND) is connected to the GND 
terminal on the Mbus converter.

2 wire RS485 without converter
For meters that connect using an RS485 serial connection but communicate using Mbus protocol.

RS485 Serial 
connector 

4    5    6

2
7    8    9

3
10  11  12

4
13  14  15

5
16  17  18

6
19  20  21

7
22  23  24

8
25  26  27

9
28  29  30

10+           0+           0 +           0 +           0 +           0 +           0+           0+           0+           0

1    2    3

1+           0

0 V24 
V

24 
V 34  35  36

12
37  38  39

13
40  41  42

14A
31  32  33P

11
43  44  45

15
46  47  48

16100-240 V

OK       RX
P           0 P           0 P           0P           0 P           0 P           0

0V T        T        RA RB

RS485 RS232

TX

RX

RTS / TXEN

CTS / RXEN

A B

0V TA TB RA RB

0V A B 0V A B

A

B

IQ3/XNC Mbus meter 
Additional Mbus meters 
connected using RS485 
serial connection  
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Connect the IQ3/XNC to the Mbus Devices

5.2 Connect to the Mbus Devices using a tCP/iP Connection

When connecting using a TCP/IP connection a Mbus server is required. Connection between the server and the 
IQ3/XNC is over Ethernet using the IQ3/XNC’s Ethernet connector.

To connect to the Mbus devices using a TCP/IP connection:
1. Install the IQ3/XNC as described in the IQ3xact Web Enabled Controller Installation Instructions (TG200766) 

or the IQ3xcite Web Enabled Controller Installation Instructions (TG200626), and the IQ3../.../XNC/.. 
Controller/Interface/Installation Instructions (TG200911) ensuring that it is able to communicate on the 
Ethernet network.

2. Install the Mbus server as described in the manufacturer’s documentation and connect it to the Mbus and 
Ethernet network.

4    5    6

2
7    8    9

3
10  11  12

4
13  14  15

5
16  17  18

6
19  20  21

7
22  23  24

8
25  26  27

9
28  29  30

10+           0+           0 +           0 +           0 +           0 +           0+           0+           0+           0

1    2    3

1+           0

0 V24 
V

24 
V 34  35  36

12
37  38  39

13
40  41  42

14A
31  32  33P

11
43  44  45

15
46  47  48

16100-240 V

OK       RX
P           0 P           0 P           0P           0 P           0 P           0

0V T        T        RA RB

RS485 RS232

TX

RX

RTS / TXEN

CTS / RXEN

A B

Ethernet Hub

Mbus Devices

Mbus Server

Note that there must be an IP connection between the IQ3 and the Mbus server.
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Configure the iQ3/XnC Mbus Driver

6 CoNfIgure The IQ3/XNC Mbus DrIver

Configuration of the IQ3/XNC Mbus Driver can be broken down into the following steps:

Select the Driver
Add the Driver to the IQ3/XNC
Configure the Driver’s Communication Settings
Configure Device Details
Configure Output Labels

6.1 select the Driver

The driver is available with two different communications options (TCP/IP, and serial) and in two different sizes (9 
devices and 55 devices) making a total of four different variants of the driver. The variants are functionally the same, 
the only difference is the number devices, outputs available and the communications method.

Each driver variant requires a different amount of BrIQs in the IQ3/XNC.

Communications Option Devices Outputs BrIQs Required Filename
IP 9 120 10810 XactTCPIPMbusClient.XNC

55 450 12690 TCPIPMbusClient.XNC
Serial 9 120 8805 XactSerialMbusMaster.XNC

55 450 10685 SerialMbusMaster.XNC

When deciding which variant of the driver to use you should consider the following:

Communication option
Number of devices and outputs required
Driver and strategy size

Communication option
Decide which communications option is required (TCP/IP or serial). This depends on the type of converter used to 
make the connection between the IQ3/XNC and the Mbus.

Number of devices and outputs required
Consider the number of devices required, and the number of values that are to be read from each one and pick a 
variant of the driver that provides the required level of support. 

Driver Variant Max Devices Max Outputs Reserved Outputs Available Outputs/Device
XactTCPIPMbusClient.XNC 9 120 1 for comms status 12
TCPIPMbusClient.XNC 55 450 7
XactSerialMbusMaster.XNC 9 120 12
SerialMbusMaster.XNC 55 450 7

The driver reads all the values in the data map from each device and stores them in the outputs. If the data map 
contains more values than there are outputs available for the device the last values in the data map will not be 
available. The first output for each device contains the communications status of the device, and the label of this 
output will contain device’s secondary address and the date and time of the last good read.

The number outputs available for each device is a common setting for all devices. This value can be changed to allow 
more values to be read from each device. This will reduce the maximum number of devices that can be accessed. E.g. 
if using the larger variant of the driver (55 devices and 450 outputs) to read information from 30 devices that return 
10 values the number of outputs per device could be set to 11. This would allow the 10 values from each device plus 
the reserved output and the time and date of the last good read which is a total of 330 outputs.

Note that the total number of outputs cannot exceed the limit for the driver.
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6.1 select the Driver (continued)

Driver and strategy size
As different variants of the IQ3/XNC have a different number of BrIQs available for use by the driver and strategy 
you must also consider the number of BrIQs required for the driver, and any strategy that is required. If most of the 
IQ3/XNC’s BrIQs are used by the driver there may not be enough available for the strategy. In this case you should 
consider using the smaller version of the driver with several IQ3/XNCs, or use an IQ3/XNC with a higher BrIQ count.

6.2 add the Driver to the IQ3/XNC

Having selected the required driver as described in the ‘Select the Driver’ section of this manual it must be added 
to the IQ3/XNC.

To add the driver to the IQ3/XNC:
1. Run SET and open the required SET project, or create a new one as described in the SET Manual (TE200147).
2. Add the required IQ3/XNC to the project as described in the ‘Add Controllers Manually’ section of the SET 

Manual (TE200147).
3. Display a strategy page for the IQ3/XNC’s strategy.
4. Right-click a strategy page, point to Device and click XNC Interface Module. The XNC Interface Module 

dialogue box is displayed.

5. Click . The Select XNC App File dialogue box is displayed.

6. Navigate to the ‘c:\program files\trend control systems\xnc applications’ folder by clicking the drive, or folder 
in the Look in box.
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6.2 add the Driver to the IQ3/XNC (continued)

7. In the folder list click the file for the required driver.

Communications Option Devices Outputs BrIQs Required Filename
IP 9 120 10810 XactTCPIPMbusClient.XNC

55 450 12690 TCPIPMbusClient.XNC
Serial 9 120 8805 XactSerialMbusMaster.XNC

55 450 10685 SerialMbusMaster.XNC

8. Click open. The TCL application for the driver will be loaded. Details of the application’s name, author, and 
ID are also displayed in the appropriate boxes; all of these are read only.

9. Check that the correct driver variant has been selected by checking the file specified in the XnC App box.
10. Click oK.
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6.3 Configure the Driver’s Communication settings

To configure the driver’s communication settings:
1. Run SET, open the SET project, display a strategy page for the IQ3/XNC, right-click a strategy page, point to 

Device and click XNC Interface Module. The XNC Interface Module dialogue box is displayed.
2. Double-click the string value for each store and enter the required value. The tables below describe how each 

of the stores should be set up.
3. Click oK.

Serial Drivers (XactSerialMbusMaster.XNC and SerialMbusMaster.XNC)
The communications settings for the driver’s two serial variants are configured by setting the values of stores 1 to 8. 

Store 
Number

Setting Description

1 SerialBaudrate_2400_4800_9600_19200 The baud rate of communications between the IQ3/XNC and 
the Mbus (range 2400, 4800, 9600 or 19200). Normally 2400.

2 SerialParity_2even_10dd_0none The parity for communications between the IQ3/XNC and 
the Mbus (range 0, 1, or 2). 0 = no parity, 1 = odd, and 2 = 
even. Normally 2.

3 SerialDataSize_8_8bits_7_7bits The number of data bits for communications between the 
IQ3/XNC and the Mbus (range 7 or 8). 8 = 8 Bits, 7 = 7 Bits. 
Normally 8.

4 SerialStopBit_1_1bit_2_2bits The number of stop bits for communications between the 
IQ3/XNC and the Mbus (range 1 or 2). 1 =1 stop bit, 2 = 2 
stop bits. Normally 1.

5 SerialPort_3_RS232_2_RS485_1_RS422 The port type for communications between the IQ3/XNC and 
the Mbus (range 1, 2, or 3). 1 = RS485 (4-wire), 2 = RS485 
(2-wire), 3 = RS232.

6 Timeout_ms The timeout in milliseconds for communications between 
the IQ3/XNC and the Mbus. If the device fails to respond 
to XNC requests for a period greater than the Timeout_ms 
time The RetryNumber the COM status output is set to ‘1’. If 
communication is successful, it is set to ‘0’

7 RetryNumber The number of retries before a COM error is reported.
8 PauseBetweenMetersCycleReading_ms Specifies the time in milliseconds between reads of a device. 

It is the time the TCL waits between looping round the  
stores specified by FirstStoreNumb4MeterSecAddress and 
LastStoreNumb4MeterSecAddress It is important if the 
devices are powered by battery as some manufacturers limit 
the number of requests that the device can respond to each 
day in order to preserve battery life.

TCP/IP Driver (XactTCPIPMbusClient.XNC and SerialMbusMaster.XNC)
The communications settings for the driver’s TCP/IP variants are configured by setting the values of stores 1, 2, 3, 
6, 7, 8 and 31.

Store 
Number

Setting Description

1 DelayToConnectServer The time required to connect to the server (the default value 
should be suitable).

If the Mbus server does not authorise connection to the 
IQ3/XNC in the time specified the COM status output 
specified in the slave address store is set to ‘1’. If the server 
does not authorise the connection to the IQ3/XNC the COM 
status output is set to ‘0’.

2 DelayToDisconnectServer The time required to close the socket (the default value should 
be suitable).

3 PauseBetweenServerConnection_ms The length of time in milliseconds between server connections.
6 Timeout_ms The maximum wait time in milliseconds for a response from 

an Mbus request.
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6.3 Configure the Driver’s Communication settings (continued)

Store 
Number

Setting Description

7 RetryNumber The number of retries before a COM error is reported.
8 PauseBetweenMeterPolling_ms Specifies the time in milliseconds between reads of a device. 

It is the time the TCL waits between one data request and the 
next. It is important if the devices are powered by battery 
as some manufacturers limit the number of requests that the 
device can respond to each day in order to preserve battery life

31 ServerAddress#Port#ERR#GAT#MSP The IP address of the server containing the Mbus device 
information, the TCP port used for the connection, and 
the output used to store the communications status. The 
information must be specified in the format below:

ADDR:<IP Address>#<Port Number>#ERR<Output 
Number>#GAT<converter secondary 
address>#MSP<Mbus Speed>

<IP Address> The server’s IP address in the form xxx.xxx.xxx.
xxx. <Port Number> The TCP port used for communications. 
<Output Number> The TCL output the communications status 
is written to.

<converter secondary address> and <Mbus Speed> are only 
available for the TCP/IP variants of the driver, and are only 
required if the server requires the speed of the Mbus to be 
specified to enable it to be initialised. <converter secondary 
address> Specifies the secondary address of the Mbus TCP/
IP server <Mbus Speed> specifies the speed of the Mbus (300, 
600, 1200, 2400, 4800).

E.g. ADDR:192.168.1.1#502#ERR400

6.4 Configure Device Details

The device details are the same for all four variants of the driver. They determine the devices that are to be 
communicated. They are configured by setting the values of stores 9 to 40 or 9 to 86 depending on the driver selected.

To configure the device details:
1. Run SET, open the SET project, display a strategy page for the IQ3/XNC, right-click a strategy page, point to 

Device and click XNC Interface Module. The XNC Interface Module dialogue box is displayed.
2. Double-click the string value for each store and enter the required value.
3. Click oK.

Store Number Setting Description
9 FirstStoreNumb4MeterSecAddress The number of the store containing the secondary 

address of the first device in the range of stores used 
to specify the address of the devices to be read. The 
secondary address is normally the serial number. If in 
doubt refer to the device’s documentation. For more 
details see the ‘FirstStoreNumb4MeterSecAddress 
and LastStoreNumb4MeterSecAddress’ section of 
this manual.
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6.4 Configure Device Details (continued)

Store Number Setting Description
10 LastStoreNumbMeter4SecAddress The number of the store containing the secondary 

address of the last device in the range of stores used 
to specify the address of the devices to be read. The 
secondary address is normally the serial number. If in 
doubt refer to the device’s documentation. For more 
details see the ‘FirstStoreNumb4MeterSecAddress 
and LastStoreNumb4MeterSecAddress’ section of 
this manual.

11 SizeOfOutputArrayPerMeter The number of outputs reserved for each device. For 
more details see the ‘SizeOFOutputArrayPerMeter’ 
section of this manual.

12 LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0
No

Specifies whether the labels and units are obtained 
from the device, or defined in SET. When set to ‘1’ the 
units labels are obtained from the device. When set to 
‘0’ the units labels are defined in SET.

13 to 18 Not used
19 VIF0to1_Energy#MWh If LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No=1 the 

label and units of outputs linked to VIF 0 to 1 energy 
type values with units of MWh will be set to those 
specified by this store. The text before # specifies the 
label, and the text after specifies the units.

20 VIF0to7_Energy#KWh If LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No=1 the 
label and units of outputs linked to VIF 0 to 7 energy 
type values with units of KWh will be set to those 
specified by this store. The text before # specifies the 
label, and the text after specifies the units.

21 VIF8to15_Energy#KJ If LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No=1 
the label and units of outputs linked to VIF 8 to 15 
energy type values with units of KJ will be set to those 
specified by this store. The text before # specifies the 
label, and the text after specifies the units.

22 VIF16to23_Volume#M3 If LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No=1 the 
label and units of outputs linked to VIF 16 to 23 
volume type values with units of M3 will be set to 
those specified by this store. The text before # specifies 
the label, and the text after specifies the units.

23 VIF24to31_Mass#Kg If LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No=1 the 
label and units of outputs linked to VIF 24 to 31 
mass type values with units of Kg will be set to those 
specified by this store. The text before # specifies the 
label, and the text after specifies the units.

24 VIF40to47_Power#Kw If LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No=1 the 
label and units of outputs linked to VIF 40 to 47 
power type values with units of Kw will be set to those 
specified by this store. The text before # specifies the 
label, and the text after specifies the units.

25 VIF48to55_Power#KJh If LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No=1 the 
label and units of outputs linked to VIF48 to 55 power 
type values with units of KJh will be set to those 
specified by this store. The text before # specifies the 
label, and the text after specifies the units.

26 VIF56to63_Volume Flow#M3h If LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No=1 the 
label and units of outputs linked to VIF 56 to 63 volume 
flow type values with units of M3h will be set to those 
specified by this store. The text before # specifies the 
label, and the text after specifies the units.
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6.4 Configure Device Details (continued)

Store Number Setting Description
27 VIV88to91_FlowTemp#DegC If LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No=1 the label 

and units of outputs linked to VIF 88 to 91 flow temperature 
type values with units of DegC will be set to those specified 
by this store. The text before # specifies the label, and the 
text after specifies the units.

28 VIF92to95_ReturnTemp#DegC If LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No=1 the 
label and units of outputs linked to VIF 92 to 95 return 
temperature type values with units of DegC will be set to 
those specified by this store. The text before # specifies the 
label, and the text after specifies the units.

29 VIF96to99_Temp Difference#K If LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No=1 the label 
and units of outputs linked to VIF 96 to 99 temperature 
difference type values with units of K will be set to those 
specified by this store. The text before # specifies the label, 
and the text after specifies the units.

30 VIF110_HeatCostAllocator#HCA If LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No=1 the label 
and units of outputs linked to VIF 110 heat cost allocator 
type values with units of HCA will be set to those specified 
by this store. The text before # specifies the label, and the 
text after specifies the units.

31 to 40 or 31 to 
86 depending 
on driver.

MeterSecondaryAddress The secondary addresses of the devices that are to be 
communicated with. A separate store is used for each 
device. If the secondary address is less than 8-characters, 
zeros (0) must be used to make it 8-characters long. E.g. 
if  the secondary address is 12412, enter 00012412 as the 
store value. The secondary address is normally the serial 
number. If in doubt refer to the device’s documentation. 

For TCP/IP variants can contain the details of a new 
connection see the ‘MeterSecondaryAddress’ section of 
this manual.

FirstStoreNumb4MeterSecAddress and LastStoreNumbMeter4SecAddress
These parameters are used to delimit the list of devices to be interrogated. Therefore if you are not using the maximum 
you should adjust the values appropriately as this will speed up the driver’s operation. E.g. if only accessing 10 
devices change the ‘LastStoreNumb4MeterSecAddress’ to ‘40’. The ‘FirstStoreNumb4MeterSecAddress’ parameter 
should normally be left at the default value of ‘31’ unless during commissioning you want to restrict the list of devices 
to part of the list for fault finding purposes.

SizeOfOutputArraryPerMeter
The ‘SizeOfOutputArraryPerMeter’ parameter applies to all devices. It specifies the number of outputs reserved for 
each device. The driver reads all the values in the data map from each device and stores them in the outputs. If the 
data map contains more values than there are outputs available for the device the last values in the data map will not 
be available. E.g. if the data map contains 15 values and only 10 outputs are available for each device only the first 
9 values in the data map will be placed in the outputs for the device. This is because the first output will contain the 
communications status, and the next outputs will contain the values from the data map.

The ‘SizeOfOutputArraryPerMeter’ parameter can be changed to allow more values to be read from each device. 
However this will reduce the maximum number of devices that can be accessed. Therefore if you are going to use 
less than the maximum number of devices for the driver but require more outputs per device the number of outputs 
for each device can be increased. E.g. if using the larger variant of the driver (55 devices and 450 outputs) to read 
information from 30 devices that return 10 values the number of outputs per device could be set to 11. This would 
allow the 10 values from each device plus the reserved output for device which is a total of 330 outputs.

Note that the total number of outputs cannot exceed the limit for the driver.
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6.4 Configure Device Details (continued)

MeterSecondaryAddress
MeterSecondaryAddress parameters normally specify a device that is to be read A separate store is used for each 
device. If the secondary address is less than 8-characters, zeros (0) must be used to make it 8-characters long. E.g. 
if  the secondary address is 12412, enter 00012412 as the store value. The secondary address is normally the serial 
number. If in doubt refer to the device’s documentation. 

For TCP/IP variants of the driver they can also be used to specify a connection to a different server. This allows the 
driver to connect to several servers in sequence (single communication instance) by using another store to specify 
a different connection. E.g. If store 31 contained details of the first connection, and store 40 contained details of the 
second connection. The first connection would be used to retrieve the values specified in stores 32 to 39 and then the 
second connection would be used to retrieve the values specified in stores 41 and above. 

Note that a delay of 100 s is required to change to another server.

The connection must be specified in the format below:

ADDR:<IP Address>#<Port Number>#ERR<Output Number>#GAT<converter secondary 
address>#MSP<Mbus Speed>

<IP Address> The server’s IP address in the form xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx. <Port Number> The TCP port used for 
communications. <Output Number> The TCL output the communications status is written to.

<converter secondary address> and <Mbus Speed> are only available for the TCP/IP variants of the driver, and are 
only required if the server requires the speed of the Mbus to be specified on start up. <converter secondary address> 
Specifies the secondary address of the Mbus TCP/IP server <Mbus Speed> specifies the speed of the Mbus (300, 
600, 1200, 2400, 4800).

6.5 Configure output Labels

To make identification of the outputs easier when linking them to the strategy it is recommend that the outputs’ labels 
are configured so that they are understandable to the user. They could be set to match the label supplied by the device.

Note that if UnitAndLabelHandleByDriver is set to ‘1’ the labels and units are obtained from the device. In order 
define your own in SET UnitAndLabelHandleByDriver must be set to ‘0’.

To configure the output labels:
1. Run SET, open the SET project, display a strategy page for the IQ3/XNC, right-click a strategy page, point to 

Device and click XNC Interface Module. The XNC Interface Module dialogue box is displayed.
2. In the Outputs area double-click on the label of the output that is to be specified.
3. Enter the new label. 
4. Click oK.

Labels can be copied and pasted by right-clicking on the label and clicking Copy Label or Paste Label. Labels can be 
pasted into more than one input, or output by copying the required information to the clipboard, the information for 
each output must be on a new line, selecting the required output, right-clicking, and clicking Paste. Clicking Select 
All will select all the labels.
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7 CoNfIgure The IQ3/XNC sTraTegy

It is necessary to configure the strategy in the IQ3/XNC to process the data from the devices as required. This is 
done using SET in the normal way to define the strategy as described in the ‘Configure an IQ3/XNC’ section of the 
SET Manual (TE200147).

Values from the devices are stored in the XNC interface module’s outputs. These are available as connectives for 
linking to modules in the strategy.

In order to link to the XNC interface module’s outputs it is necessary to add a connective to the required output to a 
strategy page, and then link the strategy to the connective.

7.1 Link to the XnC interface Module’s outputs

To link to the XNC interface module’s outputs:
1. Run SET and display a strategy page for the IQ3/XNC that is to be configured.
2. Add connectives to the required device values to the strategy.

 ▪ Click  . The Connectives dialogue box is displayed listing all the XNC interface module’s outputs, 
modules currently in the strategy, and any nodes that have been defined as connectives.

 ▪ Click  to filter the list of connectives so that only the connectives for the TCL inputs are displayed.
 ▪ Click the input that is to be linked.
 ▪ Click Select. The cursor changes to a hand  .
 ▪ Move the cursor to the position where the connective is to be placed and click. The connective is placed 

on the page.
 ▪ Click Exit.

3. Add the required modules to the strategy page as described in the ‘Add Modules to a Strategy Page’ section 
of the SET Manual (TE200147).

4. Link the modules to the required connectives.

 ▪ Click the output of the module that is to be linked to the meter value.
 ▪ Drag the mouse to the parameter connective linked to the required meter value. If the parameter can 

be linked the pointer will change to  . If the parameter is not a suitable type to be linked the pointer 
will change to  .

 ▪ Release the mouse button.
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7.1 Link to the XnC interface Module’s outputs (continued)

Sensors and digital inputs modules can be easily added to the strategy and automatically connected to the required 
output from the XNC Interface Module dialogue box using the Add Sensors and Add Digins buttons.

To add sensors or digital input modules:
1. Run SET and open the required SET project, or create a new one as described in the SET Manual (TE200147).
2. Add the required IQ3/XNC to the project as described in the ‘Add Controllers Manually’ section of the SET 

Manual (TE200147).
3. Display a strategy page for the IQ3/XNC’s strategy.
4. Right-click a strategy page, point to Device and click XNC Interface Module. The XNC Interface Module 

dialogue box is displayed.

5. Click Add Sensors or Add Digins as required. The Enter Module Range dialogue box is displayed asking 
for the number of the sensor or digital input modules that are to be added to the strategy.

6. In the start box enter the required module number. For a range of modules, enter the first module number that 
is to be used; subsequent modules will be used for the other outputs in the range.

7. In the Total box enter the total number of modules that are being added.
8. Click oK. The specified modules linked to the outputs will be added to the strategy page. If the selected 

strategy page already contains modules a new strategy page will be created.
9. Connect the sensors to the outputs using connectives by dragging the connectives onto the output in the XnC 

Interface Module dialogue box.

7.2 Link the strategy to the Comms status

If you are reading the comms status from the device it needs to be linked into the strategy as required so that the 
required action can be carried out. This is done by linking the connective linked to the TCL output to which the 
comms status is written to the appropriate part of the alarm handling strategy
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7.3 Download the strategy

To download the strategy:
1. Download the strategy to the IQ3/XNC as described in the ‘Download Strategy Using SET’ section of the 

SET Manual (TE200147). Ensure that the XNC File(s) check box is selected.

Note that there is no need to re-load the driver to the XNC in order to apply changes to the strategy. The 
driver only needs to be done once. 
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aPPenDiCes

a1 Configuration eXaMPLe

In this example there are two meters to be monitored, and each is of a different brand. The secondary address (serial 
number) of the first meter is 09390964, and the secondary address of the second is 37887191. The first meter returns 
four values (its data map) and the second meter returns eight values as shown in the table below.

Meter Value Type Units
1 Energy KWh
1 Volume M3
1 Volume M3 
1 Volume M3
2 Energy KWh
2 Volume M3
2 Volume Flow M3h
2 Power Kw
2 FlowTemp DegC
2 ReturnTemp DegC 
2 Temp Difference K
2 Energy KWh

The first output for a meter is always its COM status. The values are therefore extracted from the second output.

An IQ3xact/12/XNC with a serial connection to the Mbus is to be used to run the driver and associated strategy.

Install the meters
The meters have been installed following the manufacturer’s instructions and configured to communicate on the 
Mbus with the following communications parameters.

2400 baud
8 bits
even parity
1 stop bit.

Install the IQ3/XNC
The IQ3/XNC is installed as described in the IQ3xact Web Enabled Controller Installation Instructions (TG200766), 
and the IQ3../.../XNC/.. Controller/Interface Installation Instructions (TG200911).

Connect the IQ3/XNC to the Mbus devices
The IQ3/XNC is connected to the Mbus via a DCE RS232 to Mbus converter using a serial connection as shown 
below.
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a1 Configuration eXaMPLe (continued)

Select the Driver
The driver selected is the 9 device serial variant of the driver (XactSerialMbusMaster.XNC) because serial 
communications are being used, and only two meters are to be accessed, and only 12 outputs values are read from 
the meters. The driver and the required strategy will fit into the IQ3/XNC that is to be used.

Add the Driver to the IQ3/XNC
The driver (XactSerialMbusMaster.XNC) is added to the IQ3/XNC by specifying it in the XNC Interface Module 
dialogue box in SET.

Configure the Driver’s Communication Settings
The driver’s communications settings are set up by specifying stores 1 to 8 in the XNC Interface Module dialogue 
box to the parameters below:

Store 
Number

Setting Value Description

1 SerialBaudrate_2400_4800_9600_19200 2400 Set to 2400 as this is the baud rate used by 
the meters.

2 SerialParity_2even_1odd_0none 2 Set to 2 to specify even parity which is used 
by the meters.

3 SerialDataSize_8_8bits_7_7bits 8 Set to 8 as this is the number of data bits used 
by the meters.

4 SerialStopBit_1_1bit_2_2bits 1 Set to 1 as this is the number of stop bits used 
by the meters.

5 SerialPort_3_RS232_2_RS485_1_RS422 3 Set to 3 as this specifies an RS232 connection 
which is type of used for communication 
between the IQ3/XNC and the converter.

6 Timeout_ms 3000 Left as 3000 as this is suitable for most cases.
7 RetryNumber 3 Left as 3 as this is suitable for most cases.
8 PauseBetweenMetersCycleReading_ms 3000 Left as default

Configure Device Details
The device details configured by setting the values of stores 8 to 33.

Store 
Number

Setting Value Description

9 FirstStoreNumb4MeterSecAddress 32 Left as 32 as this is the store 
containing the secondary 
address of the first device.

10 LastStoreNumb4MeterSecAddress 33 Set to 33 as this is the store 
containing the secondary 
address of the last device. 
Reducing the number of stores 
the driver has to look at speeds 
up operation.

11 SizeOfOutputArrayPerMeter 9 Set to 9 as meter 2 which returns 
the most values out of the meters 
being read returns 8 values. 
Each value requires a store for 
the value plus 1 store is required 
for the communications status 
This makes a total of 9.

11 LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No 1 The labels are obtained from the 
device. 

13 to 18 Not used
19 VIF0to1_Energy#MWh Energy#MWh Left as default
20 VIF0to7_Energy#KWh Energy#KWh Left as default
21 VIF8to15_Energy#KJ Energy#KJ Left as default
22 VIF16to23_Volume#M3 Volume#M3 Left as default
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a1 Configuration eXaMPLe (continued)

Store 
Number

Setting Value Description

23 VIF24to31_Mass#Kg Mass#Kg Left as default
24 VIF40to47_Power#Kw Power#Kw Left as default
25 VIF48to55_Power#KJh Power#KJh Left as default
26 VIF56to63_Volume Flow#M3h Volume Flow#M3h Left as default
27 VIV88to91_FlowTemp#DegC FlowTemp#DegC Left as default
28 VIF92to95_ReturnTemp#DegC ReturnTemp#DegC Left as default
29 VIF96to99_Temp Difference#K Temp Difference#K Left as default
30 VIF110_HeatCostAllocator#HCA HeatCostAllocator#HCA Left as default
31 Not used
32 MeterSecondaryAddress 09390964 The secondary addresses of 

meter 1.
33 MeterSecondaryAddress 37887191 The secondary addresses of 

meter 2.

Configure Output Labels
The labels of the outputs are configured as shown to match those in the meters to make identification easier.

Output Label
1 Meter 1 comms status
2 Energy KWh
3 Volume M3
4 Volume M3 
5 Volume M3
10 Meter 2 comms status
11 Energy KWh
12 Volume M3
13 Volume Flow M3h
14 Power Kw
15 FlowTemp DegC
16 ReturnTemp DegC 
17 Temp Difference K
18 Energy KWh
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Configuration example

a1 Configuration eXaMPLe (continued)

Configure Strategy
The strategy is configured with a sensor for each output as shown in the table below. Each sensor is linked to an 
output via a connective.

Sensor Output Label Units
1 1 Meter 1 comms status
2 2 Energy KWh KWh
3 3 Volume M3 M3
4 4 Volume M3 M3 
5 5 Volume M3 M3
6 10 Meter 2 comms status
7 11 Energy KWh KWh
8 12 Volume M3 M3
9 13 Volume Flow M3h M3h
10 14 Power Kw Kw
11 15 FlowTemp DegC DegC
12 16 ReturnTemp DegC DegC 
13 17 Temp Difference K K
14 18 Energy KWh KWh

This is done by clicking Add Sensors in the XNC Interface Module dialogue box and entering 1 as the start sensor, 
and 14 as the total number of sensors to add the sensors, then dragging the connective to the sensors to onto the 
outputs. The sensors are added to the strategy on page 2 as shown below.

Note that because the ‘LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No’ store is set to 1 the labels and units specified in 
the sensors will be overwritten in the controller by those in the meter they have been specified to make it easier to 
understand the strategy.
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Configuration example

a1 Configuration eXaMPLe (continued)

Download and View
The strategy is now downloaded to the controller from SET. Once downloaded the web pages for sensors appear as 
shown.

In the picture above the label of sensor 1 contains the secondary address and the date and time of the last good read 
of meter 1 and the value of 0.00 indicates that communication with the meter 1 is working. The labels, units and 
value of sensors 2, 3, 4, and 5 are obtained from meter 1. The label of sensor 6 contains the secondary address and 
the date and time of the last good read of meter 2 and the value of 0.00 indicates that communication with the meter 
2 is working. The labels units and values of sensors 7 to 10 are obtained from meter 2. 

 

In the picture above the labels, units and values of sensors 11 to 14 are obtained from meter 2.  
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Trouble shooting

a2 Trouble shooTINg

This section provides some help on solving common problems that may occur. 

Values not as expected
 ▪ Check the meter’s secondary address is specified correctly
 ▪ Check the outputs are linked to the strategy correctly using connectives
 ▪ Check the meter value with an Mbus tool from the meter supplier.

Labels and units not as expected
 ▪ Check that the ‘LabelAndUnitHandleByDriver_1Yes_0No’ parameter is set correctly set to ‘1’ to use 

labels and units form the device or ‘0’ to use labels and units from the strategy.

No values received from device
 ▪ Some devices are battery powered and will only respond to a certain number of requests each day once 

this number is reached the device will not respond to request for data.
 ▪ Check if the meter’s secondary address is specified correctly.
 ▪ Check your RS232 connection to converter is working correctly
 ▪ Check your Mbus network is operating correctly using a meter there must be a voltage between the 

two Mbus wires.
 ▪ Check the Mbus speed on the IQ3/XNC and on all meters from the bus is the same.
 ▪ Ensure that your meter is an energy one or water meter.
 ▪ Current fault on Mbus installation is a short circuit or a cut circuit on the Mbus line.
 ▪ Ensure that the converter has enough power to power bus.
 ▪ Check the VIF supported by the driver.

For serial variants of the driver the LEDs on the IQ3/XNC’s serial board can be used check the Mbus is connected 
to the right port. The LEDs should be illuminated as below if not there is a fault with the connection to the Mbus: 

TX  ON transmitting, and OFF when it is receiving. It flashes during communications.
RX  ON when receiving, and OFF when it is transmitting. It flashes during communications.
RTS/TXEN For RS232 ON when the interface is ready to receive and handshaking is selected.

For RS485 4 ON when the interface is enabled to receive.
For RS485 2 ON when the interface is in receive mode and OFF when it is in transmit mode.

CTS/RXEN For RS232 ON when the connected equipment is ready to receive and handshaking is selected.
For RS485 4 wire ON when the connected equipment is enabled to receive.
For RS485 2 wire OFF

If the LEDs are as expected then it is necessary to analyse the frames of the messages being sent and received. This 
requires knowledge of Mbus protocol.

To view the message frames:
1. Run SET an display the IQ3/XNC in the System View.
2. Display the IQ3/XNC’s web pages.
3. Click Modules.
4. Click XNC Interfaces.
5. Click t1. A new web browser is displayed.
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Trouble shooting

a3 Trouble shooTINg (continued)

6. In the Alarm Reporting LAN box enter the LAN of the CNC SET is using to connect to the network.
7. In the Alarm Reporting OS box enter the network address of the CNC SET is using to connect to the network.
8. Click .
9. In the Debug Active box select ‘ON’, and click .
10. Go to SET’s System View and right click the site containing the IQ3/XNC and select Comms window from 

the displayed menu. The Communications dialogue box is displayed. This will show any communications 
between the XNC and the MODBUS devices.

11. Analyse the communications to find any faults Knowledge of Mbus protocol is required.
12. When the analysis is complete in the Debug Active box select ‘OFF’, and click .
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